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The Corona Virus is a Hoax 
The Vaccine  

Will Be the Kill Shot 

Part 2 
 

Wake up folks!  This guy and his wife are Eugenicists to their very core!  In this 
segment you will learn what this Zionist has in store for each of you, and it is not 
something that any of us will want and I certainly do not plan to take it.  
 
Bill Gates: Coronavirus Shutdown Could Last 6-10 Weeks. The billionaire spoke to a Reddit 
audience on Wednesday 19th March 2020 @ 9.00pm © press Gates said that the economic 
impact of the 'shut down' will be 'large' Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates claimed that the 
current coronavirus shutdown could last between 6 to 10 weeks, depending on how well 
testing goes. The billionaire spoke to a Reddit audience on Wednesday, saying a short term 
shut down possible. "This will vary a lot by country," Gates wrote. "China is seeing very few 
cases now because their testing and 'shut down' was very effective." "If a country does a 
good job with testing and 'shut down' then within 6-10 weeks they should see very few cases 
and be able to open back up," he added. Gates said that the economic impact of the "shut 
down" will be "large," but the economy can "eventually ... open back up" if done properly. 
Have your say - ⇓ Hit the comments below ⇓ © press The Microsoft founder also said that the 
U.S. would eventually go into lockdown, but added it should have been done sooner. The 
Microsoft founder also said that the U.S. would eventually go into lockdown, but added it 
should have been done sooner. "We are going into lockdown, but as usual in retrospect [sic], 
we should have done it sooner," Gates wrote. TRENDING: Bill Gates the Coronavirus 
shutdown could last 6-10 Weeks "The sooner it is done, the easier it is to get the cases down 
to small numbers." "The testing in the U.S. is not organized yet," Gates wrote. "In the next 
few weeks, I hope the Government fixes this by having a website you can go to find out about 
home testing and kiosks." "Things are a bit confused on this right now. In Seattle, the U. of 
Washington is providing thousands of tests per day, but no one is connected to a national 
tracking system."  

 
Last month, Gates warned the coronavirus could be a 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've 
been worried about' Gates continued: "Whenever there is a positive test, it should be seen to 
understand where the disease is and whether we need to strengthen the social distancing. 
South Korea did a great job on this, including digital contact tracing." The Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation in February committed to $100 million to help fight against the 
coronavirus. "Our foundation is working with all the groups who make diagnostics, 
therapeutics, and vaccines to make sure the right efforts are prioritized," Gates explained. 
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"We want to make sure all countries get access to these tools. We donated $100M in 
February for a variety of things, and we will be doing more. "One priority is to make sure that 
there is enough manufacturing capacity for therapeutics and vaccines. We have other efforts 
like our education group working to make sure the online resources for students are as 
helpful as they can be." Last month, the Philanthropist warned the coronavirus could be a 
"once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about." The billionaire said in an article for 
the New England Journal of Medicine: "I hope it’s not that bad, but we should assume it will 
be until we know otherwise." "There are two reasons that Covid-19 is such a threat. First, it 
can kill healthy adults in addition to elderly people with existing health problems," Gates 
added. Gates announced that he was stepping down from the board of directors of Microsoft 
last week.  
 
Ask yourself, Did Bill Gates have advanced knowledge on the Corona virus? Consider this 
revelation, the CDC started hiring QUARANTINE program managers last November to cover 
quarantine centers in Texas, California, New York, Washington, Illinois, Massachusetts and 
more.   The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) appears to have had advanced 
knowledge of the coronavirus pandemic outbreak, as the agency which deliberately delayed 
testing kits in the USA for nearly a month was hiring quarantine program advisors in 
November 2019, to cover Texas, New York, California, Washington, Florida, and many other 
areas where the pandemic is now exploding. This job listing page at jobs dot CDC dot gov 
describes job announcement number HHS-CDC-D3-20-10640010, paying up to $93,077 per 
year, with an open application period from Nov. 15, 2019, to May 15, 2020. The cities and 
states described in the job listing are: Dallas, Texas; El Paso, Texas; Houston, Texas; Seattle, 
Washington; Anchorage, Alaska; Los Angeles, California; San Diego, California; San Francisco, 
California; Miami, Florida; Atlanta, Georgia; Honolulu, Hawaii; Chicago, Illinois; Boston, 
Massachusetts; Detroit, Michigan; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Newark, New Jersey; New York, 
New York; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and San Juan.   
 
This is just the beginning of reasons for public concern with this evil cabal. 
 
 
 
 
If you have not read Part 1 of this series, it is imperative that you do, in order to get past the 
disease of fear that has infected the world.  This billionaire has focused on one thing in his 
Deal with the Devil, throughout his years.  Depopulation and eugenics dominates the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation.  Each time Gates is allowed to be heard, Satan rubs our face in the 
mud.   
 
We are in a war for the minds of people, and as Hosea 4:6 states:  “My people are destroyed 
for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou 
shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy 
children.“   
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The truth about Bill Gates was revealed in a recent segment of “The Satanic Talmud and the 
Synagogue of Satan”.  Bill Gates is the dispenser of “Blood Money” to the University of North 
Carolina and Pirbright Institute in the UK, and any of groups such as the CDC, WHO, we 
learned recently that Bill Gates gave a grant of $100-million dollars to Dr. Anthony Fauci of 
the CDC.   These non-governmental organizations, CDC, WHO, Johns Hopkins Medical are 
driven by depopulation and eugenics, and they have deep pockets benefactors.  They are 
conducting murder on a global scale. 
 
But let us not lose sight of the real issue that really lurks behind the Corona virus now or the 
new viruses planned to be unleashed on humanity.  It will not be able to hide forever, as 
being exposed in a law suit by the Children’s Health Defense group noted below: 
 
Children’s Health Defense vs. Federal Communication Commission in 5G Lawsuit 
March 19, 2020 Children’s Health Defense  
 

 
 

1. Last month, the Children’s Health Defense, headed by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., brought 
legal action against the FCC, which is responsible for regulating the safety of wireless 
technology. The reason for the action is that the agency has refused to update its 25 -
year-old guidelines, written in 1996, that protects only against thermal damage from 
wireless radiation. They do not address the issue of non-thermal biological damage, 
which is where the greatest concern is today. The FCC’s obsolete guidelines have 
enabled the proliferation of new, high-frequency 5G radiation without any knowledge 
of its potential damage to humans. –GEG 
 

https://needtoknow.news/2020/03/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/seeking-justice/legal/chd-v-federal-communication-commission-fcc/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/5G-spectrum.jpg
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Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.’s Children’s Health Defense Submitted Historic Case Against U.S. 
Government for Wireless Harms. 
 
CHD Chairman, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., will lead the legal team with seasoned 
telecommunications and administrative law attorney Scott McCollough. 
 
Washington, DC—Children’s Health Defense (CHD) is leading a historic legal action against the 
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) for its refusal to review their 25 year old 
guidelines, and to promulgate scientific, human evidence-based radio frequency emissions 
(“RF”) rules that adequately protect public health from wireless technology radiation. The 
Petition contends the agency’s actions are capricious and not evidence-based. The Petition 
was filed on 2/2/2020 in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 
 
The Petitioners include parents of children injured by wireless devices, a mother whose son 
died from a brain tumor from cell tower exposure, physicians who see the epidemic of 
sickness in their clinics and Professor David Carpenter, a renowned scientist. 
 
“This action represents the first time in 25 years that we finally can expose the FCC 
fecklessness in court, and give those who have been injured by the FCC’s disregard for human 
health a voice,” says Dafna Tachover, CHD’s Director of Stop 5G & Wireless Harms. 
 
In 1996, the FCC, responsible for regulating the safety of wireless technology, adopted 
guidelines which only protect consumers from thermal levels of wireless harm, ignoring 
substantial evidence of profound harms from non-thermal levels. The FCC hasn’t reviewed its 
guidelines since, despite clear scientific evidence and growing rates of RF related sickness. 
 
In 2012, the General Accountability Office published a report recommending that the FCC re-
assess its guidelines. As a result, in 2013, the FCC opened docket 13-84 asking for public 
comment. Despite overwhelming evidence in support of new rules submitted by hundreds of 
individuals and scientists, the FCC did nothing. On December 4, 2019, the FCC closed the 
docket and affirmed the adequacy of its guidelines without proper assessment. CHD’s action 
challenges that FCC decision. 
 
The FCC’s obsolete guidelines and the false sense of safety they provide enabled the 
uncontrolled proliferation of wireless technology and the ongoing deployment of 5G, which 
will exponentially increase exposure to this harmful radiation. 
 
CHD is a non-profit organization dedicated to ending the epidemic of children’s chronic health 
conditions. The organization recognizes that wireless technology radiation is a contributing 
factor to the exponential increase in sickness among children. 
 
On December 4, 2019, the FCC adopted an order affirming the adequacy of their 1996 
wireless radiation exposure safety guidelines. These guidelines are at the core of the fraud 
perpetrated on the public that wireless technology is safe. Their guidelines ignore the 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/robert-kennedy-jr-assembles-legal-team-to-sue-fcc-over-wireless-health-guidelines/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/02-02-2020-CHD-v.-FCC-Petition-for-Review-For-Public.pdf
http://www.5gappeal.eu/the-5g-appeal/
http://www.5gappeal.eu/the-5g-appeal/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/six-italian-courts-have-ruled-that-cell-phones-cause-brain-tumors/
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-771
https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/search/filings?proceedings_name=13-84&sort=date_disseminated,DESC
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-19-126A1.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/known-culprits/electromagnetic-fields-wireless-technologies/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/known-culprits/electromagnetic-fields-wireless-technologies/
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-19-126A1.pdf
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overwhelming evidence of harm, scientific and human. By adopting and maintaining 
irrelevant guidelines, the FCC has enabled and forced the uncontrolled proliferation of 
wireless technology and now 5G. This has led to a growing epidemic of sickness among 
children and adults, and it has caused harm to animals, plants and the ecosystem at large. 
 
In 2012, the General Accountability Office of Congress published a report, recommending that 
the FCC reassess its 1996 guidelines. As a result, in 2013, the FCC opened docket 13-84 asking 
for public comment. This docket was open for 6 years. On December 4, 2019, the FCC 
officially closed the docket and affirmed the adequacy of its guidelines without proper 
assessment. 
 
Now that the docket is closed, we finally have an opportunity to expose the FCC’s fraud by 
suing the FCC under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). The petition will ask the court to 
set aside the FCC order, asserting that the order is arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of 
discretion. The case had to be submitted by February 3rd. 
 
 

 

 
I have been saying from the outset that the Corona virus was a hoax, plain and simple.  The 
CDC was deliberately late in getting test kits out to first responders and on top of that, most 
of the test kits gave false positive to those tested.  It’s all one giant scam hoax, with the 
exception of those who have died from what is being called the COVID-19.  In Italy, 90% of 

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-771
https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/search/filings?proceedings_name=13-84&sort=date_disseminated,DESC
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those identified as fatality victims had other health issues, commonly associated with 
weakened immune systems.   
 
I am not saying that the virus is not real, but simply saying its purpose is based upon fear, 
ignorance, media hype, a hidden agenda that is related to depopulation hidden in a 
technology that does physical harm to the all life form, even death itself, and dishonest 
people who have an agenda that would exclude you and I from the living.  Do remember 
what I said in Part 1 about this screen image below of what 5G does at 60-gigahertz.  
Remember what Hosea 4:6 says about knowledge! 

 

 
 
The mistaken presumption that a person “catches a cold” from someone else, or a flu virus, 
or a coronavirus, is the basis for calling quarantine. 
 
The fallacy of person-to-person transmission is ingrained in the population as news reports of 
vacationers trapped in China during a coronavirus are flown back to the US and are found to 
have COVID-19 corona virus that may spread to their family members.  But COVID-19 is not 
spreading into the community.  Online maps showing the almost stagnant number of 
coronavirus-confirmed cases in each State are rapidly vanishing from view on the internet. 
 
There is person-to-person transmission of the virus, but not necessarily person-to-person 
transmission of the disease.  To better explain this, we have to dig back into the annals of 
epidemiology (the study of disease). 
 
A couple of decades ago it was epidemiologist Edgar Hope Simpson who asked some 
questions about the incongruities between published dogma about the spread of flu viruses 
and current epidemics that caused him to ask these questions: 
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•Where is the flu virus in between epidemics? 
•Why do flu epidemics end so abruptly? 
•What explains the frequent coincidental timing of flu epidemics in countries located at a 
similar north-south latitude? 
•Why, in previous ages, did epidemics spread so rapidly despite the lack of modern 
transportation? 
•Why do volunteers who have flu virus instilled into their nasal passages fail to produce 
symptoms of the flu in all cases? 
•Why do hospitalization and mortality rates fail to decline when vaccination rates 
dramatically increase? 
•Why does the flu strike in concert with the earth tilting on its axis away from the sun during 
the Winter solstice in northern latitudes. 
 
Dr. John Cannell cites an experiment conducted among six volunteers who were inoculated 
with a flu virus similar to the virus that caused the 1918 Spanish flu that reportedly killed 
millions. Of the six volunteers, just one experienced moderate symptoms; three had mild 
symptoms, one very mild, and one no illness at all. 
 
In another similar experiment, 46 of 55 inoculated volunteers failed to develop symptoms. 
 
A consistent fact is, immunization rates have risen in recent times among the elderly, without 
a decrease in mortality. 
 
Hope-Simpson had an over-arching question: What is the seasonal stimulus for influenza?  If 
it comes and goes, where does it go when it doesn’t come? 
 
The answer is that the humans are exposed to viruses throughout the year but they remain 
dormant when sunshine vitamin D blood levels are within a normal range. 
 
Viral disease erupts as vitamin D blood levels decline.  Which is why wintertime infectious 
disease travels faster than people travel. 
 

Viruses Hidden Within 
 
Some viruses, like herpes, remain dormant within the body, hiding in an inactive state in 
nerve sheaths. 
 
The type of herpes that caused chicken pox in youth remained hidden deep in nerves, only to 
erupt later in life as immunity declined.  You end up with a case of the shingles.  Or 
consumption of arginine-rich foods (chocolate, nuts) triggers eruption of herpes on the lip 
(herpes labialis), a so called cold sore.  The amino acid lysine (in high doses) is its 
countermeasure.  Supplemental vitamin D is of course, another antidote. 
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A Problem 93-Million Miles Away 
 
Ninety-three million miles away is another complicating problem.   Sun spot activity is 
unusually low (zero), reducing intensity of solar ultraviolet radiation that produces vitamin D 
in human skin.  This year the problem is acute. 
 

Quarantines May Backfire 
 
Predictably, the coronavirus epidemic will worsen with quarantine, which is precisely what 
happened on a cruise boat off the coast of Japan and what happened in Italy.  People 
deprived of sunshine vitamin D, particularly the elderly, may succumb to any pathogenic 
bacterium or virus. 
 

The Aftermath of Quarantine on an Ocean Liner 
 
After about a month of quarantine on the Diamond Princess the number of confirmed cases 
out of 3711 people quarantined on the boat who became infected rose from 174 to 712 over 
a 1-month period of time (334 of the 712 had no symptoms). 
 

Governments Have a Different Play Book 
 
But governments have a different understanding.  The idea of social distancing is in vogue at 
the moment and its effectiveness appears to be complete but would never head off the onset 
of a viral epidemic when people are not aware of a need to maintain social distance. 
 
It appears there is no foolproof way to halt the spread of infection.  The COVID-19 
coronavirus was reported in circulation in the U.S. prior to the initial outbreak in Wuhan, 
China.  For every known case of coronavirus there are another 5 to 10 cases undetected.  But 
the masses in the U.S. aren’t getting sick or dying in large numbers. 
 
It appears the federal government in an effort to prolong the life of less than ~1000 
unhealthy 80 year-olds in the U.S. for a short while, particularly seniors who smoke tobacco 
and over-consume alcohol, they are willing to crash the economy, kill businesses, particularly 
churches and restaurants that are unlikely to have the resources to re-open their 
establishments, and coerce people to stay indoors, a practice that will further lower vitamin 
D levels and result in widespread infection and death among retirees. 
 
The cost per life saved is estimated to be in the range of $100-300 billion.  The cost per life 
saved appears to be in the range of $100-300 billion.  We are talking about 2-6 million people 
losing their income, at least for a significant period of time, to extend the lives of a few 
unhealthy people by maybe as little as a few months. 
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Researchers note that COVID-19 coronavirus favors cool and dry climate and therefore, 
looking forward on the calendar to April and May, “a worst-case scenario of synchronous 
global pandemic is improbable. “ 
 
Yes, with the onset of Spring, the intensity of the Sun’s rays reaching the surface of the Earth 
increases and the epidemic is expected to vanish.  Yes, the President of the United States was 
predictably correct in saying on February 27 that: “It’s going to disappear. One day — it’s like 
a miracle — it will disappear.” 
 
Fortunately, someone figured out how to take sunshine vitamin D and bottle it. 
 
So for me, the numbers being bandied around just don’t make any sense. 
 
The latest coronavirus, COVID-19, is bad, but 150 million Americans infected? That is what 
Congress’ in-house doctor told Capitol Hill staffers at a close-door meeting two weeks ago.  At 
least three: one senator and two congressional representatives were caught dumping stocks 
before the market began to tank. 
 
A recent projection from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) had even 
more alarming numbers. 
  
Worst-case scenario, COVID-19 could infect between up to 214 million people over a period 
of more than a year — and kill as many as 1.7 million Americans. 
 
The ‘New York Times’ used an even more dire model: 2.1 million dead. 
 
Let’s back up a second. China has a population of 1,437,722,468 as of Tuesday, based on 
Worldometer elaboration of the latest United Nations data. 
 
 COVID-19 was born there, with the first case being diagnosed on Dec. 1. 
 
On Tuesday, there were 81,054 confirmed cases of the virus, according to Johns Hopkins 
Center for Systems Science and Engineering. 
 
Of those, 68,798 recovered, while 3,230 people died (the remainder were still active cases). 
 
So that means the infection rate in China was just .006%. How, then, are the “experts” 
forecasting that well more than 50% of the 320 million people in America — where people 
already wash their hands incessantly and use Purell nonstop — will be infected? 
 
Again, look at the numbers. The virus pounded China from December through the third week 
of February — more than 10 weeks in all — before it leveled off (if you can believe the 
communist leaders’ claim). 
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In the Hubei province, just more than 11% of the nearly 60 million residents were infected. 
And that was ground zero. 
 
The spread of COVID-19 in China began leveling off a week before February ended. It topped 
80,000 on March 1, but 14 days later it was still less than 81,000. The curve had flattened. 
 
But let’s go to Dr. Anthony Fauci, the director of the National Institutes of Health’s National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, for the final word. 
 
“I think we really need to be careful with those kinds of predictions, because that’s based on a 
model,” Dr. Fauci said at a congressional hearing last week. “All models are as good as the 
assumptions that you put into the model … it’s unpredictable. So, testing now is not going to 
tell me how many cases you are going to have. What will tell you what you’re going to have 
will be how you respond to it with containment and mitigation,” he said. 
 
Dr. Fauci also said the breathless media tends to report on the higher end of ranges predicted 
by models. “Remember the model during the Ebola outbreak said you could have as many as 
a million [cases]. We didn’t have a million,” he said. 
 
No, instead, two people died in the United States from Ebola in 2014. Both contracted the 
disease overseas. Two more contracted the disease in the United States — both survived. 
 
On Tuesday, the United States had 5,702 confirmed cases of COVID-19, with 94 deaths (48 of 
those in Washington state alone). The numbers will undoubtedly go up — likely by a lot. 
 
But President Trump has taken swift action to cut off the influx of travelers from countries 
teeming with infection and on Monday laid out stringent new guidelines to halt the upward 
curve.  Americans appear to be taking the directives seriously. So, time will tell if it all works. 
 
But 150 million infected? A million dead? Right now, those numbers just don’t seem to add 
up.  I should note that 5G will have Extinction Level Event potential when it surrounds the 
Earth.  Dr. Barrie Trower in the UK, has stated that 5G will guarantee you will not have 
grandchildren.  He once was the head of the UK military radar technology.  
 
Today’s coronavirus black swan, like 9/11, has all the characteristics of a trauma-based mass-
mind-control op. It has already been used to demonize China in the same way 9/11 was used 
to demonize Islam: Just as we were supposed to hate the crazy suicidal Muslims yearning for 
harems of afterlife virgins, we are now supposed to feel disgust for Chinese slurpers of bat 
soup. And just as we were supposed to loathe the brutal and incompetent governments of 
Muslim-majority nations, now we are told to revile the oppressive censorship-addicted 
regime in Beijing. It may be purely coincidental that this wholesale demonization of the 
world’s two greatest classical civilizations, based on two fear-inciting black swan events of 
suspicious origin, just happened to arrive in the wake of the Bernard Lewis-Samuel 
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Huntington pronouncement that the 21st century would be an era of the “clash of 
civilizations.”  
 
More than 99% of Italy’s coronavirus fatalities were people who suffered from previous 
medical conditions, according to a study by the country’s national health authority. 
 
After deaths from the virus reached more than 2,500, with a 150% increase in the past week, 
health authorities have been combing through data to provide clues to help combat the 
spread of the disease. 
 
Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte’s government is evaluating whether to extend a nationwide 
lockdown beyond the beginning of April, daily La Stampa reported Wednesday. Italy has 
more than 31,500 confirmed cases of the illness. 
 
Italy Coronavirus Deaths By prior illnesses (%) 
Source: ISS Italy National Health Institute, March 17 sample 
  
The new study could provide insight into why Italy’s death rate, at about 8% of total infected 
people, is higher than in other countries. 
 
The Rome-based institute has examined medical records of about 18% of the country’s 
coronavirus fatalities, finding that just three victims, or 0.8% of the total, had no previous 
pathology. Almost half of the victims suffered from at least three prior illnesses and about   a 
fourth had either one or two previous conditions. 
 
More than 75% had high blood pressure, about 35% had diabetes and a third suffered from 
heart disease.   
 
The median age of the infected is 63 but most of those who die are older. 
Source: ISS Italy National Health institute, March 17 sample 
  
The average age of those who’ve died from the virus in Italy is 79.5. As of March 17, 17 
people under 50 had died from the disease. All of Italy’s victims under 40 have been males 
with serious existing medical conditions. 
 
While data released Tuesday point to a slowdown in the increase of cases, with a 12.6% rise, 
a separate study shows Italy could be underestimating the real number of cases by testing 
only patients presenting symptoms. 
 
According to the GIMBE Foundation, about 100,000 Italians have contracted the virus, daily Il 
Sole 24 Ore reported. That would bring back the country’s death rate closer to the global 
average of about 2%. 
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More and more people in Italy have started to think about a correlation between the virus 
and the vaccines. If true, this means that Italy has been chosen to be a guinea pig for the rest 
of the worId.  Northern Italy and cities like Milan, Genoa, and Venice were way into 5G roll 
out last year, and Milan was slated to be a model city like Wuhan China, and not so surprising 
is the fact that Milan had the higher death rates.  
 
 

Bill Gates lets slip the real reason for the Pandemic i.e. Digital 
Certificate Of Movement, initially on your smart phone. Reading 
between the lines, this will be so as you are tracked on the 5G control 
grid and require compulsory vaccinations to keep your certificate 
valid. (self. Conspiracy) 
 
Before we look at what Bill Gates said and put it into context, here is the outline of what this 
is for and where it fits in: 
 

1. The Pandemic is initially to restrict our movement, removing our freedom.  We are 
seeing this presently with the lock down for two weeks, and likely Martial Law before 
the month of March ends. 

2. To regain movement, we will require a digital certificate of movement on a 
smartphone (eventually on a microchip under the skin). 

3. The microchip will be for buying and selling, it will be switched off if you protest TPTB. 
In a cashless society you won't be able to function. 

4. The 5G network is to track you, initially by your smartphone which you have to bring 
everywhere due to the digital certificate of movement, and eventually on your 
microchip. 

5. End Goal - Total Enslavement, the Deep State want to own us like cattle on 5G control 
grids, they can switch us on and off as they wish. 
 

Here is what Gates said days ago: 
 
"Eventually we will have some digital certificates to show who has recovered or been tested 
recently or when we have a vaccine who has received it." 
 
The article below discusses the certificate of movement now required in France. 
Coronavirus containment: the certificate of movement on a smartphone 
"Due to the coronavirus pandemic, France is placed in almost total containment and the 
population now needs a certificate to move. But not necessarily need a printer, the 
smartphone is enough." 
 
To understand the broader context of the digital certificate of movement, it's useful to go 
back over 10 years to an interview with a former friend of the 'Deep State' Rockefeller family, 

https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://old.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/
https://old.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/comments/fksnbf/im_bill_gates_cochair_of_the_bill_melinda_gates/fkupg49/
https://www.en24.news/a/2020/03/coronavirus-containment-the-certificate-of-movement-on-a-smartphone-practical-tip.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIolXnOG96g
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Arron Russo.  Arron Russo produced the video “From Freedom to Fascism”, accessible on the 
Internet.  In the interview he exposes the plans which a member of the Rockefeller family, 
Nick Rockefeller had leaked to him in private.  Aaron produced several big movies such as 
“Trading Places.”  He also ran for governor of Nevada One of the most important pieces of 
information was that in the future all humans would be required to have a microchip under 
their skin, and one of its main purposes would be for buying and selling. Any individual 
resisting the agenda of the Deep State would have their microchip switched off, making it 
almost impossible for them to function in society, thereby giving The Elite immense control 
over the population. 
Note: The Rockefeller family have also been obsessed with pandemics for years like Bill 
Gates.  The Rockefellers brought Eugenics to the Nazis in the 1930’s and 40’s. 
 
Of course, to keep your certificate of movement valid, you'll need to keep up with your toxic 
social engineering vaccines, which will modify your fertility, IQ, lifespan, health, etc. in 
adverse ways, all under the guise of protecting you against various pathogens. Both the 
Rockefeller's and Gates are known eugenicists, and are both heavily involved with vaccines, 
and both have admitted on video that they want the global population down to below one 
billion. 
 
As you'll see, it is vital to resist the plans of these parasites, do not comply, if a significant % 
refuse to cooperate with their agenda then their agenda will fail. 
 
Reason for pandemic = Pretext for introduction of certificate of movement, so as we have to 
join vaccine social engineering program, get tracked on the 5G grid and buy/sell with a 
microchip; fully enslaved by the Deep State. It is essential for yourself and future generations 
that you refuse to comply. 
 
Background videos: 
David Rockefeller talks about over population and population control 
Bill Gates wants depopulation, will use vaccines 
Event 201 - Did Bill Gates & World Economic Forum Predict Coronavirus Outbreak? 
Rockefeller Foundation Plan 
 
Background Reading:- 
The ID2020 Alliance: The Global Totalitarian Project Hiding Behind The Vaccine Drive 
Rockefeller Foundation Scenario Planning Document, see page 18 
 

Bill Gates: Coronavirus Means 
We Need ‘Digital Certificates’ 

To Prove Who Received Vaccine 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIolXnOG96g
http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDxb21qIilM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDxb21qIilM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tMOtR9qrRg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMl0ty6evhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mx8xKcQMTRs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehTr6P5d4-E
https://www.ageofautism.com/2019/10/the-id2020-alliance-the-global-totalitarian-project-hiding-behind-the-vaccine-drive.html
http://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf
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The world as we know it will change forever in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, 

according to Bill Gates who declared that we will soon have “digital certificates” to display 

our health and vaccination status. 
 
Responding to a question during a Reddit “Ask Me Anything” session, Bill Gates pointed to 
major changes for ordinary people that could have privacy and civil rights implications. 
 
“Eventually we will have some digital certificates to show who has recovered or been tested 
recently or when we have a vaccine who has received it,” said Gates.  
 

 
 
Don’t let that smile deceive you.  He has maimed tens of thousands of Africans and Indians 
with his vaccine lunacy.   
 
Gates also called for a “national tracking system”, saying that “in Seattle, the [University of 
Washington] is providing thousands of tests per day but no one is connected to a national 
tracking system” and that “Whenever there is a positive test it should be seen to understand 
where the disease is and whether we need to strengthen the social distancing.“ 
 
What is a ‘digital certificate’? 
 
Gates clearly believes the public will accept being branded with digital certificates as easily as 
they accepted barcodes on consumer items.    
 
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattperez/2020/03/18/bill-gates-calls-for-national-tracking-system-for-coronavirus-during-reddit-ama/#6a0242556a72
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According to IBM, a digital certificate is an electronic document that is used to identify an 
individual, a server, a company, or some other entity, and to associate that identity with a 
public key.  IBM and Bill Gates have been involved in what was originally called the 
“VeriChip” first revealed in 2000.  IBM purchased the “VeriChip” and its rights and the FDA 
later approved it for human implant in 2004.  US-based Digital Angel has produced the 
VeriChip, an implantable computer chip which monitors human biometric functions and 
transmits the data with GPS technology.  The VeriChip has now been approved for human 
medical use by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of America, opening up the age of 
implantable technology.  IBM has had two decades of experience with research on the Micro 
Chip technology.   
 
Like a driver’s license, a passport, a student ID, a library card, or other commonly used 
personal IDs, a certificate provides generally recognized proof of a person’s identity — or in 
this case, a person’s health and vaccination status. 
 
All of this raises serious questions. What will happen to people who do not trust Bill Gates 
enough to accept a digital certificate? What will happen to those who refuse to be 
vaccinated? 
 
While Gates has not elaborated on what his plan entails, or whether a digital certificate will 
be implanted in the human body, many people are concerned that the certificate could 
represent the “Mark of the beast” warned about in the Bible.  It can’t be too far off into the 
future when it is unveiled.  My suspicion is that we could see it later this year. 
 
According to Gates, people shouldn’t be concerned about “big brother” invading our privacy 
and tracking us and our children – this technology will only be used for safety and 
convenience, so he says – and the technology is nothing more than an upgrade on traditional 
cattle branding.  Gates has a reputation of deceit and deception. 
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The only catch is that you won’t know exactly what is being put into your digital certificate. 
You also won’t know who will have access to the data. If history repeats, it will go from being 
technology adopted for its ‘convenience and safety’ and then overnight will become 
mandatory for you and your family – or else. 

 
This “CORONAVIRUS HOAX” does not mean there is not a highly contagious bio-engineered 
coronavirus that is being released as a bio-weapon in the nations that have experienced the 
ongoing bio-terrorists attacks. It means that these stealthy bio-attacks were meant to cover 
up the raging epidemics of the 5G Syndrome in those specific locations. So, the coronavirus is 
quite real just as SARS and MERS, Bird Flu and Swine Flu were real. But, the Wuhan 
coronavirus was specifically bio-engineered in order to create and hype a global pandemic 
around COVID-19. Again, the hoax aspect does not refer to a non-existent coronavirus; which  
is quite real indeed and being cunningly used as a decoy. 
 

 
 
It is the people who are suddenly collapsing, without any sort of symptoms, and then dying is 
what the 5G info is focused on.  The issue is not simply: is it coronavirus or 5G killing people?  
 
People who catch the corona virus typically take 14 days before they have symptoms. THEN 
they begin to have flu like symptoms and quickly find it difficult to breathe, develop 
pneumonia, and then need oxygen to make it.  
 
Most Chinese victims being herded into quarantine detention centers (labeled "hospitals") 
were not getting ANY treatment whatsoever.  One of the videos shows a Chinese woman 
who collapsed onto a pile of vegetables while shopping at a supermarket and died right 
there. These people were not showing any symptoms such as lung congestion or coughing 
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etc., that normally goes along with a corona virus infection that develops into pneumonia and 
then difficulty in breathing.  
 
Dana Ashlie did a great job in her video of compiling and adroitly presenting this information 
with crystal clarity and a keen understanding of the implications that this information 
portends.  
 
She dropped multiple truth bombs throughout the video. She refers to a graph (see above) 
that I've included with this article which comes from an April 12, 2001 article titled, "Fixed 
Wireless Communications at 60-GHz Unique Oxygen Absorption Properties" by Shigeaki 
(Shey) Hakusui, President, Harmonix Corporation. 
 
Here's the article: 
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001 
 
The writer is saying that 60-gigahertz cannot be transmitted long distance because oxygen in 
the atmosphere will absorbs 98% of the 60-gigahertz energy band instead of it being able to 
continue to travel through the atmosphere for a long distance as does lower frequency 
microwave energy in the Megahertz range.  
 
From the graph embedded in the story, above, it shows that absorption of this energy by 
oxygen spikes at 60-GHz (60-gigahertz means the current is oscillating from one direction of 
current flow to the OPPOSITE direction of current flow {= Alternating Current or AC} at a rate 
of SIXTY BILLION times per SECOND.)  
 
Since oxygen can absorb this energy, its electrons will now RESONATE and oscillate at the 
SAME frequency (or 60-GHz) . This 60 Billion times per second oscillation of the oxygen's 
electrons is interfering with hemoglobin's ability to "pick up" the oxygen from the lungs and 
deliver it to the bloodstream.  
 
The people in Wuhan were being IMMERSED in 60-GHz 5G 24/7 wherever they go.  There's 
much more to the video than just that, but THAT alone, is huge. 
 
The coronavirus outbreak coinciding with 5G rollout in Wuhan is too much of a coincidence. 
People walking down the street don't drop dead instantly from a virus. The severe impact of 
5G's frequency on oxygen uptake makes much more sense. The cruise ship had advanced 
connectivity. Italy was also implementing 5G.  It looks like the plan is this: roll out 5G 
worldwide, while simultaneously blaming all the illness it causes on the "the spreading 
coronavirus," then kill even more people with mandatory vaccines funded by Bill Gates.  
   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtfqUtW_8AA
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001
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It seems, the more there is written about the causes of the Coronavirus – the more the written 
analyses are overshadowed by a propaganda and fear-mongering hype. Questions for the 
truth and arguments for where to look for the origins and how the virus may have spread and 
how to combat it, are lost in the noise of wanton chaos. But isn’t that what the “Black Men” 
behind this intended pandemic want – chaos, panic, hopelessness, leading to human 
vulnerability – a people becoming easy prey for manipulation?  -( Dr. Tedros, WHO) 
 
The day the WHO declared the coronavirus COVID-19 a “pandemic” – when there is not the 
slightest trace of a pandemic. A pandemic might be the condition, when the death to 
infection rate reaches more than 12%. In Europe, the death rate is about 0.4%, or less. Except 
for Italy which is a special case, where the peak of the death rate was 6%.  

BREAKING:  
"We have therefore made the assessment that #COVID19 can be characterized as a 
pandemic"-@DrTedros #coronavirus pic.twitter.com/JqdsM2051A 
— World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO) March 11, 2020 
 
China, where the death rate peaked only a few weeks ago at about 3%, is back to 0.7% – and 
rapidly declining, while China is taking full control of the disease – and that with the help of a 
not-spoken-about medication developed 39 years ago by Cuba, called “Interferon Alpha 2B 
(IFNrec)”, very effective for fighting viruses and other diseases, but is not known and used in 
the world, because the U.S. under the illegal embargo of Cuba does not allow the medication 
to be marketed internationally. 
 
The WHO has most likely received orders from “above”, from those people who also manage 
Trump and the “leaders” (sic) of the European Union and her member countries, those who 
aim to control the world with force – the One World Order. 
 
This has been on the drawing board for years. The final decision to go ahead NOW, was taken 
in January 2020 at the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos – behind very much closed 
doors, of course. The Gates, GAVI (an association of vaccination-promoting pharmaceuticals), 
Rockefellers, Rothschild’s et al, they are all behind this decision – the implementation of 
Agenda ID2020 – see below. 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/DrTedros?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/coronavirus?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/JqdsM2051A
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1237777021742338049?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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After the pandemic has been officially declared, the next step may be – also at the 
recommendation either by WHO, or individual countries, “force vaccination”, under police 
and/or military surveillance. Those who refuse may be penalized (fines and / or jail – and 
force-vaccinated all the same). 
 
If indeed forced-vaccination will happen, another bonanza for Big Pharma, people really don’t 
know what type of cocktail will be put into the vaccine, maybe a slow killer, that acts-up only 
in a few years – or a disease that hits only the next generation – or a brain debilitating agent, 
or a gene that renders women infertile …. all is possible – always with the aim of full 
population control and population reduction. In a few years’ time, one doesn’t know, of 
course, where the disease comes from. That’s the level of technology our bio-war labs have 
reached (US, UK, Israel, Canada, Australia…).  We should not forget the polio vaccine laced 
with SV-40, that caused cancer in 65 million Americans that received the Salk and Sabin polio 
vaccine during the 1950’s.   
 
Another hypothesis, at this point only a hypothesis, but a realistic one, is that along with the 
vaccination – if not with this one, then possibly with a later one, a nano-chip may be injected, 
unknown to the person being vaccinated. The chip may be remotely charged with all your 
personal data, including bank accounts – digital money. Yes, digital money that’s what “they” 
are aiming at, so you really have no control any more over your health and other intimate 
data, but also over your earnings and spending. Your money could be blocked, or taken away 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Screen-Shot-2020-03-12-at-12.06.03.png
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– as a ‘sanction’ for misbehavior, for swimming against the stream. You may become a mere 
slave of the masters. Comparatively, feudalism may appear like a walk in the park. 
 
It’s not for nothing that Dr. Tedros, DG of WHO, said a few days ago, we must move towards 
digital money, because physical paper and coin money can spread diseases, especially 
endemic diseases, like the coronavirus. A precursor for things to come? – Or for things 
already here? – In many Scandinavian countries cash is largely banned and even a bar of 
chocolate can be paid only electronically. 
 
We are moving towards a totalitarian state of the world. This is part of Agenda ID2020 – and 
these steps to be implemented now – prepared since long, including by the coronavirus 
computer simulation at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore on 18 October 2019, sponsored by the 
WEF and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 
 
Bill Gates, one of the chief advocates of vaccinations for everybody, especially in Africa – is 
also a huge advocate of population reduction. Population reduction is among the goals of the 
elite within the WEF, the Rockefellers, Rothschild’s, Morgens – and a few more.  
 
The objective: fewer people (small elite) can live longer and better with the reduced and 
limited resources Mother Earth is generously offering.  This had openly been propagated 
already in the 1960s and 70s by Henry Kissinger, Foreign Secretary in the Nixon 
Administration, a co-engineer of the Vietnam war, and main responsible for the semi-
clandestine bombing of Cambodia, a genocide of millions of unarmed Cambodian civilians. 
Along with the CIA-Kissinger engineered coup on 9/11, 1973, in Chile, killing the 
democratically elected Salvador Allende and putting the military dictator Pinochet in power, 
Kissinger has committed war crimes. Today, he is a spokesman (so to speak) for Rockefeller 
and their  “Bilderberger Society”. 
 
More than Just a Virus 
Two weeks after the computer simulation at Johns Hopkins Medical Center in Baltimore, 
Maryland, that “produced” (aka simulated) 65 million deaths (!), the COVID-19 virus first 
appeared in Wuhan. By now it is almost certain that the virus was brought to Wuhan from 
outside, most likely from a bio-war lab in the US.  The American Intelligence Media has 
reported that Pirbrite Institute had a lab facility already in China months before the Wuhan 
outbreak of the Corona virus. 
 
What is the infamous ID2020? It is an alliance of public-private partners, including UN 
agencies and civil society. It’s an electronic ID program that uses generalized vaccination as a 
platform for digital identity. The program harnesses existing birth registration and 
vaccination operations to provide newborns with a portable and persistent biometrically-
linked digital identity. GAVI, the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization, identifies 
itself on its website as a global health partnership of public and private sector organizations 
dedicated to “immunization for all”. GAVI is supported by WHO, and needless to say, its main 
partners and sponsors are the pharma-industry. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/more-than-just-virus/5706476
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The ID2020 Alliance at their 2019 Summit, entitled “Rising to the Good ID Challenge”, in 
September 2019 in New York, decided to roll out their program in 2020, a decision confirmed 
by the WEF in January 2020 in Davos. Their digital identity program will be tested with the 
government of Bangladesh. GAVI, the Vaccine Alliance, and “partners from academia and 
humanitarian relief” (as they call it), are part of the pioneer party. 
 
Is it just a coincidence that ID2020 is being rolled out at the onset of what WHO calls a 
Pandemic? – Or is a pandemic needed to ‘roll out’ the multiple devastating programs of 
ID2020? 
 
Here is what Anir Chowdhury, policy advisor of the Bangladesh government program, has to 
say: 
 
“We are implementing a forward-looking approach to digital identity that gives individuals 
control over their own personal information, while still building off existing systems and 
programs. The Government of Bangladesh recognizes that the design of digital identity 
systems carries far-reaching implications for individuals’ access to services and livelihoods, 
and we are eager to pioneer this approach.”  
 
Wow! Does Mr. Anir Chowdhury know what he is getting into? 
 
Back to the Pandemic and the panic. Geneva, the European seat of the United Nations, 
including the headquarters of WHO, is basically shot down. Not unlike the lock-down that 
started in Venice and later expanded to northern Italy until a few days ago – and now the 
lock-down covers all of Italy. Similar lock-down may soon also be adopted by France – and 
other European vassal states to the Anglo-Zionist empire. 
 
Numerous memoranda with similar panic-mongering contents from different UN agencies in 
Geneva are circulating. Their key message is – cancel all mission travel, all events in Geneva, 
visits to the Palais des Nations, the Geneva Cathedral, other monuments and museums. The 
latest directives, many agencies instruct their staff to work from home, not to risk 
contamination from public transportation. 
 
This ambiance of panic and fear – outstrips any sense of reality, when the truth doesn’t 
matter. People can’t even think any more about the causes and what may be behind it. 
Nobody believes you (anymore), when you refer to Event 201, the coronavirus simulation, 
the Wuhan Military Games, the closing last August 7, of the high-security biological war lab at 
Fort Detrick, Maryland…. what could have at one point been an eye opener for many, today is 
sheer conspiracy theory. The power of propaganda. A destabilizing power – destabilizing 
countries and people, destroying economies, creating hardship for people who may lose their 
jobs, usually the ones who can least afford it. 
 
Also, at this time it becomes increasingly important to remind people that the outbreak in 
China was targeting the Chinese genome. Did it later mutate to transgress the ‘borders’ of 
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Chinese DNA? When did that happen, if it happened? Because at the beginning it was clear 
that even the infected victims in other parts of the world, were to 99.9% of Chinese descent. 
 
What happened later, when the virus spread to Italy and Iran, is another issue, and opens the 
way to a number of speculations. 
 
(i) There were various strains of the virus circulated in sequence – so as to destabilize 
countries around the world and to confound the populace and media, so that especially 
nobody of the mainstream may come to the conclusion that the first strain was targeting 
China in a bio-war. 
 
(ii) In Iran, I have a strong suspicion that the virus was an enhanced form of MERS (Middle 
East Respiratory Syndrome, man-made, broke out first in Saudi Arabia in 2012 , directed to 
the Arabic genome) – which was somehow introduced into government circles (by aerosol 
spray?) – with the goal of “Regime Change” by COVID19-caused death. Its Washington’s 
wishful thinking for at least the last 30 years. 
 
(iii) In Italy – why Italy? – Maybe because Washington / Brussels wanted to hit Italy hard for 
having been officially the first country to sign a Belt and Road (BRI) accord with China 
(actually the first was Greece, but nobody is supposed to know that China came to the rescue 
of Greece, destroyed by Greece’s brothers, the EU members, mainly Germany and France). 
(iv) The hype about the high death to infection rate in Italy, as of the time of this writing: 
10,149 infections vs. 631 deaths = death rate of 6.2 (comparatively Iran: 8042 infections vs. 
291 deaths = 3.6 death rate). The death rate of Italy is almost double that of Iran and almost 
ten-fold that of average Europe. (Are these discrepancies the result of failures in the 
establishing reliable data pertaining to “infections”, note observations pertaining to Italy 
below). 
 
Why? – Was is Italy being affected with virus panic? Was there a much stronger strain 
introduced to Italy? 
 
The common flu in Europe in the 2019 / 2020 season, has apparently so far killed about 
16,000 (in the US the death toll is, according to CDC between 14,000 and 32,000, depending 
on which CDC website you look at). 
 
Could it be that among the Italian coronavirus deaths there were also common flu victims, as 
the affected victims are mostly elderly with respiratory preconditions? Also, symptoms are 
very similar between coronavirus and the common flu, and nobody questions and checks the 
official authorities’ narrative? 
 
Maybe not all the coronavirus strains come from the same laboratory. A journalist from 
Berlin of Ukrainian origin, reported that Ukraine is host to some 5 high security US bio-war 
labs. They test regularly new viruses on the population – yet, when strange diseases break 
out in the surroundings of the labs, nobody is allowed to talk about it. Something similar is 
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happening in Georgia, where there are even more Pentagon / CIA bio-war labs – and where 
also new and strange diseases break out. 
 
All of this makes the composite picture even more complicated. Overarching all is this super 
hype is profit driven, the quest for instant profit, instant benefits from the suffering of the 
people. This panic making is a hundred-fold of what it’s worth. What these kingpins of the 
underworld, who pretend to run the upper world, perhaps miscalculated, is that in today’s 
globalized and vastly outsourced world the west depends massively on China’s supply chain, 
for consumer goods, and for intermediary merchandise – and, foremost for medication and 
medical equipment. At least 82% of medication or ingredients for medication, as well as for 
medical equipment comes from China. The western China dependence for antibiotics is even 
higher, some 90%.  The potential impacts on health are devastating. 
 
During the height of the COVID-19 epidemic China’s production apparatus for everything was 
almost shut-down. For deliveries that were still made, merchandise vessels were regularly 
and categorically turned back from many harbors all around the world. So, the west has 
tricked itself into a shortage-of-everything mode by waging a de facto “economic war” on 
China. How long will it last? – Nobody knows, but China’s economy which was down by about 
half, has rapidly recovered to above 80% of what it was before the coronavirus hit. How long 
will it last to catch up with the backlog?  The last container ship that left China is scheduled to 
dock in San Diego on April 6th. 
 
What is behind it all? – A total crackdown with artificially induced panic to the point where 
people are screaming “help, give us vaccinations, display police and military for our 
security” – or even if the public despair doesn’t go that far, it would be easy for the EU and 
U.S. authorities to impose a military stage of siege for “health protection of the people”. In 
fact, CDC (Center for Disease Control in Atlanta), has already designed harshly dictatorial 
directives for a “health emergency”. 
 
Along with forced vaccination, who knows what would be contained in the cocktail of ‘’mini-
diseases” injected, and what their long-term effects might be. Similar to those of GMOs, 
where all sorts of germs could be inserted without us, the commons, knowing? 
 
We may indeed be just at the beginning of the implementation of ID2020 – which includes, 
forced vaccination, population reduction and total digital control of everybody – on the way 
to One World Order – and global financial hegemony – Full Spectrum Dominance, as the 
PNAC (Plan for a New American Century) likes to call it. 
 
As I see the unfolding of events since two weeks ago, nothing has been a surprise, not in any 
way.  The current unfolding of events that have been following a scenario that I saw coming 
as early as what Y2K portended.  Several sources have been saying for days that all electronic 
communications will be turned off for ten (10) days from April 1st through April 10th.  That 
includes cell-communications, Internet, radio, television, and land-line phone service.  The 
reason given is that arrests are coming to the 160,000 sealed indictments that were growing 
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shortly after the Trump administration took office.  The electrical grid system will continue to 
operate unimpeded.  While the Internet may go down April 1st, I have more than enough 
Bible reading material, DVD’s, and videos to pass the time.  Dave of X22 Report has told his 
audience that the ten days are needed to round up communists, traitors, and leftists working 
to bring down this country.  Take that with a pinch of salt! 
 
Keep looking up, our redemption is drawing near.  I am hopeful for April 4th, for our Rapture. 
Titus 2:13 is looking better all the time:  “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious 
appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;”  As I saw the early signs of what 
was coming months ago, my focus was really on the words of our Lord Jesus Christ and His 
disciple Paul of Tarsus.   
 
I finished the 2nd eBook “The Inspired Word of God: Mathematically Proven True!” three 
weeks ago.  Vol. 1 had 23 chapters, and Vol. 2 had 22 chapters.  Between the 2 volumes there 
are over a thousand pages of our Lord’s unique way of confirming His existence.  I have yet to 
finish the final editing aspects of producing a finished disc like Volume 1.   Surprisingly, there 
is more than enough of those themed “seven” patterns to do a third volume; however, if the 
evidence is not enough to convince folks that Jesus is Lord, all I can say, it is their loss! 
 
Blessings to all, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
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